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ABSTRACT 

The study of liberal internationalism and peace, composed by Ikenberry, promotes a new 

world order values that should replace the Wilsonian liberties for the sovereignty of states. A 

new liberal model constituted post Westphalian principles, laid on Wilsonian obligations that 

should be replaced with integrationists’ model of regional hegemony under a neoliberal 

regime, whilst sorely Wilsonian mechanism are no longer adequate to support a liberal 

international order. The US unipolarity could be replaced with integrationists’ model under 

multipolarity fusion of regional superpower states, to them are reintegrated smallest states 

under collective defence mechanisms. The new US President-elect Joseph Biden, according 

to the announcements, seeks to recalibrate the “America First” design of the world order, 

into a more multipolar stable world, through working with allies, if agreed with the 

democratic pole to change its foreign strategy to avoid confrontation, and turn it into a 

polycentric post neoliberal globalized world order. The paper represent a product of a 

mentor-doctoral student cooperation. It discusses various scenarios, more or less certain, for 

the development of the future relations between great powers in the light of the events 

following the defeat of America First foreign policy and the COVID-19 pandemic affected 

world. 
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1 INTRODUCTION: THE NEOLIBERAL (DIS)ORDER AND GLOBALIZATION 

New world order in a globalized world represents a new era for creating new geopolitical 

paradigm, more volatile towards the so-called neoliberal states. The question has to be posed; 

what consequences shall suffer the ideas of sovereignty of states under these “Post-
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Westphalian principles”. The Westphalian principles of states might become outdated and 

could be replaced with post-liberal order principles of free borders. Globalization implies a 

certain erosion of national boundaries (Slaughter, 1997: 192) spreading ideas of free flows of 

capital, money, weapons etc. Globalist, neoliberal regime took control over national 

regulators and changed them with transnational limitless instruments by controlling of 

national resources, still controlling riots and movements. If globalization leads to 

internationalization or transferring regulatory authority from the national level to 

international institution (Slaughter, 1997: 192 and Sutter, 2006), then it may restore 

dismantled and outdated national institutions especially into outdated armies those had lost 

operative facilities many years ago under dismantling defence capabilities for defending 

national values. This failure shall be replaced within sustained common military management 

architecture laid on robotics supports and artificial intelligentsia networked on G5 net 

hyperlink connection to control movements to tame sovereignism. Trans-governmental 

defence networks system could empower its function by putting C4I on two-sided cable track 

as to headbanded defence management operations system shall run uninterrupted from the 

core to the periphery, all put on hyperlink ordering communication to local elites those are 

following decision makers at capitol hill or get suffering from regime change mechanisms 

sticks and carrot method used to discipline or leave them as the reasoning for the 

disobediences of local elites. A new era of defence architecture of globalists is sustaining 

under the COVID-19 disease. The new net network system, from sky like Skynet hyperlink 

command communications system, should cover the entire globe for using at main cable for 

following globalists order those are given to global army at maritime and air capabilities by 

lending on the prompt hypersonic global strike facilities to carry out at most strikes at non-

sight from everywhere to hit all targets on the globe. A credible example presents the fact, if 

we compare liberal internationalists and neoconservative realists those had fallen within the 

same discursive formation like a Euro-American hegemony (Gathii, 2000; Motaharnia and 

Salehi, 2017), but is still into divorcing period while Trump effect was recorded.  

EU-centric approach toward resetting neoliberal global agenda pushed toward international 

option to create confederal world order. In opposite, European cohesion shall be ruined into 

disintegration process within collisions of nations, such as BREXIT. In comparison to the 

rather disunited African union, Arab Union, ASEAN etc., the European community is much 

more integrated than other regional communities. Prosperity for regional security turns 

toward regional armies. Deeping defence integrations attempts to transform NATO forces 

and EUBG into the European army under supreme command of Pax Brussels. Security holes 

into grey shades of de-stability Pax Brussels interventions might contribute to more efficient 

de-escalation process in Africa and Asia to accomplish EU global strategy goals. 

 

 

POST-NEOLIBERAL WORLD ORDER PRINCIPLES       

The US study of liberal internationalism and peace (Ikenberry, 2009) is promoting of new 

world order values that shall replace Wilsonian liberties for sovereignty states. A new Liberal 



 

model constituted post Westphalian principles those laid on the Wilsonian obligations shall 

be replaced with integrationists’ model of regional hegemony under neoliberal regime, while 

Wilsonian mechanisms are no longer adequate to support a liberal international order. US 

dominated unipolarity could be replaced with integrationists’ model under multipolarity 

fusion of regional superpower states, to them are reintegrated smallest states under collective 

defence mechanisms. The US foreign policy does not fully respect sovereignty of coalition 

states if it neglects the principles of the Westphalian sovereignty (Sutter, 2006), that leads to 

new power global struggle over supremacy toward authority that prevailed inside the 

international community as NATO did many years ahead ago. It is also important to study 

how a neoliberal order has affected the US foreign policy, and what the still sitting US 

president Trump had done to the transatlantic relationship.  

Whether it was in Canada, France or Germany, president Trump’s words and actions over the 

past four years have tarnished America’s reputation on the world stage: “He has insulted our 

allies and embraced our enemies, seemingly having more of an affinity for Putin and Kim 

Jong Un than Merkel and Macron” (Laufgraben, 2020). The question is if a US President-

elect Joe Biden can fix this spoiled relationship after disaffected American society that is 

sinking into multifaced socio-economical dimension of internal disorder. President Biden will 

probably spend the next four years to consolidate the US society by leaving behind NATO 

relationship and put aside NATO centric states to take care for its own national security. He 

can not give promise to invest more money into defence spending for Europe protection. The 

mistakes that were made those was used as advantage for China to rise up military power into 

the ASEAN community and at geopolitical approach have panicking some European allies 

which some insist that NATO cannot survive any bickering at the top, as it is already under 

strain from European leaders who hope to build a competing European Union military 

alliance: “But allowing NATO’s destruction from within is simply a quieter way to allow the 

organization to collapse” (Pletka, 2020).  It is time for a new world order that would fuse a 

Eurasian community from Lisbon to Vladivostok more intertwined after Chinas push toward 

western hemisphere by the Pearl and Strings strategy, as “One Belt, One Road”, had flattened 

the entire continent into a hyperlink highway by avoiding maritime points of instability from 

SE Asia to the Mediterranean basin.  

China, in turn, has begun to consistently build up and modernize its nuclear and conventional 

weapons and launched programs for developing armaments capable of overcoming the U.S. 

missile defence and those that can compete with U.S. precision-guided conventional systems: 

“China has challenged neighbouring countries and the U.S. military domination in the seas 

west and south of its shores and claimed access to natural resources in Asia and Africa and to 

control sea lanes used to transport these resources in the Indian and Pacific Oceans” 

(Arbatov, 2018). China builds up a surface strategy to avoid maritime confrontation with the 

US dominance at sea lanes and its strengths Rimland al land especially with Iran, Pakistan 

Turkey to reconnect Eurasian with African community along Rimland belt by pushing out the 

US troops. China is sending military aid to the anti-US coalition states in the Middle East. 

The most eminent critical facilities to defend its territory that opened trajectory of offensive 

strike within China’s anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) strategy in the Asia-Pacific region by 
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using boosted ballistic trajectory anti-ship rocket DF-21D to limit the US blue water navy’s 

freedom of movement what exploits operational vulnerabilities. That put US navy into 

protentional risk as being sunk, especially if was fitted nuclear warhead on DF-21D that 

could endanger the entire US pacific fleet. China’s navy took advantage to limit the US free 

movement at the seas close to its maritime interests.  

Russia will no longer be seen as a threat as NATO enlargement will cease while any military 

support for Ukraine and Georgia will be curtailed. Security arrangements will be created with 

the United Kingdom outside NATO. Should the European Union resist U.S. economic 

pressures, the president will bring leverage through diminished American support for NATO 

(Clark, 2020). If Biden returns back to the isolationist US foreign policy as Trump did, that it 

may open opportunity to Russia that exploits politically, economically, or informationally US 

weakness for further creeping not only NATO but also the EU. Europe unprotected will be 

opened for deeper geo-economic penetration by Russia and China toward Western 

hemisphere at multiple axis of deepening multiple dimensions of interests into vital regional 

zones of EU community. In the Middle East, the U.S.-Israeli-Saudi anti-Iran alliance is 

crippling while the US forces are leaving Iraq and Syria (and Afghanistan) under 

strengthening Turkey’s expansionist tendencies.  

President Trump was blamed for failures that he made in the US foreign policy, by 

neglecting unipolarity while the president has not made America great(er) again. Some 

argue that he has made it weaker than it has ever been since the beginning of the World 

War II. The USA has become disrespected, ridiculed, and now even pitied, as it 

struggled to grapple with the coronavirus pandemic: “President Trump has failed to 

rebalance relations with China, failed to deal with North Korea, failed to end the endless 

wars in the Middle East, failed to cow Iran, failed to stop European free-riding, and even 

failed to improve relations with Russia. And that’s before one considers his record of 

undercutting or destroying international treaties on climate change, trade, and nuclear 

weapons” (Mc Tague and Nicholas, 2020). 

It is however true that President Trump stopped military campaigns by pulling out the 

US troops from NATO states and hot spot areas to reinvest more money for opening new 

jobs for US workers, while foreign policy was not his priority. Nevertheless, Russia 

remained the only true nuclear opponent, to US after postponed START II Agreement; 

China exploits the US weakness, and the Middle East became pretty much a disaster for 

NATO policy etc. Trump had inherited the US foreign policy in a rather bad condition, 

somewhat compromised. Trump however did not execute grand strategy in the Middle 

East to appease Arabs, he did not eliminate the ISIS in Syria, he did not succeed with 

coercion policy against Iran to reduce Iranian attacks on American interests and its allies. 

Biden has less opportunity to win after those debacles as only chance is left him to step into 

reconciliation process as to re-join to the deal that could be signed soon with China, Russia 

and several European powers, and the USA would have the effect of improving frayed 

multilateral cooperation with those nations for accepting multipolar policy, meant as signed 

capitulation of a unipolar US foreign policy from previous president mandates. Saudi Arabia 
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saw the US pressure on Iran as a key component of its strategy to contain Iranian influence 

beside to protect Israeli interests (Khan, 2020) but “big brother” has been giving up to defeat 

Iran that has increased its military potential into Persian gulf after lifting embargo and 

sanctions of UN since 2020. If Biden will steadfastly supports Trumps aggressive policies in 

the Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza territories and still accepting his odd decision by 

declaring Jerusalem for capital of Israel, then Arab nations will be certainly uprising against 

infidelity of US Arab-Israeli policy for betraying Arabs confidence. Arab states will certainly 

be waiting on the possible decision of Biden to refuse Trump decision among Israel deal for 

Jerusalem, otherwise Arab NATO will collapse after distrust from Arab states by supporting 

peace solution that could be averted against Israel. 

Joseph Biden’s brand policy in geopolitics theory momentum is capable to face with 

decentralized balancing of power and the resultant “sub-balances put into new world order. If 

he tries to understand new circumstances after Trump doctrine do not poke into hornet nest to 

avoid consequences in the Middle East state to intervene in Egypt, Iran, Israel, Qatar, Saudi 

Arabia and Turkey—joined by the religious non-state Sunni and Shi’ite movements—have 

now come to dominate regional affairs, with the USA either helpless or settling for an 

auxiliary role. “Another timely case in point is the reorientation of American foreign policy 

to Asia and the Pacific basin, focusing attention at one level on the US-China relationship, 

and at another level on the manoeuvrings of a number of local actors, among them Indonesia, 

Japan, the Philippines, Singapore and Vietnam” (Klieman, 2015: 25). Biden’s recalibration of 

the US policy needs a longstanding preoccupation with competitive arms race, 

multidimensional shifting alliances, anti US sentiment buffers, army race partitions etc. to 

catch up entire gamut of diplomatic activity from normalization to estrangement during 

dynamic calculations between imperial rivalries and bargaining with spheres of influence. 

That means that unipolar pursuit does not have a chance of succeeding and that the USA has 

to face with the new dilemma of a polycentric world. 

 

He needs to understand the new balance of power, as an updated doctrine for a changing 

world and approved evidence how is changing the international system, as proof is 

ambivalent relationship between Germany and its European Union partners; the adjacent 

Turkey-Russia-Iran and Iran-Saudi Arabia-Pakistan triangles; Sino-American rivalry; the 

Sunni-Shi’a divide within the Islamic world in competition for position, prestige and 

possession of partial maritime East Asia aggravation points. If select group of players into 

globalised world as Big Five + 1 (China, Britain, France, Russia, US and joined Germany) 

did ignore the smaller state into pivotal areas of interests particularly in the EU, ASEAN and 

the Middle East, rising those regional medium powers. What prospects for local and regional 

states into pivotal zones of Rimland affected on balancing of power to sustain regional 

stability and equilibrium in coming years by the BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, 

China and South Africa) and other semi powered stats in uprising (Indonesia, Japan, South 

Korea and Turkey) brought to rebalancing global multipolar stability. 

Applebaum (2009) had described what happened in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Libya etc. 

during NATO campaigns. Separatists, terrorist, fifth column, paramilitary units, renegades, 
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gangs etc. served as tools for supporting at ground NATO operations by leading from behind. 

Eccentric approach to the Global War on Terror (GWOT) doctrine was lend on latest doctrine 

for massive resistance of armed people under militia formations behind the enemy lines of 

interstate wars. Paramilitary formations such partisans’ groups were regrouped from behind 

front lines to conduct sporadic attacks on enemy infrastructure within overstretched supply 

lines and hubs more eastward from homeland. Fabricated and updated modern GWOT 

doctrine was studied from the Soviet style of asymmetric warfare to being effective for 

regime change scenarios into “coloured revolutions”, but NATO planners had included into 

war gaming evaluations and predictions more speculative expectations for outcome of wars. 

The international community from post Neoliberal aspect neglects sovereign principles, were 

outside the scope of the accepted rule that any limitation of sovereignty must be followed by 

the establishment of real legal titles of cooperation and solidarity (Dimitrijević and Vučić, 

2016). It is difficult to assert that sovereign states are going to accept all conditions at legal 

basis of internationalisation. Pax Americana referred on geopolitical and geo-economic 

protectionism into the western part of Europe after US had integrated into NATO alliance 

(Kupchan, 1998). Regional integration from bipolarity in Europe was transformed into 

multipolarity of European NATO pillar of the Big Four (United Kingdom, France, Germany, 

and Italy). Post neoliberal ambitions of Pax Brussels are seen logic to hold together 

international regime from EU members to survive volatile times of insecurity in the world 

after collapsing the US unipolar world order. World order, power and liberalism are much 

more potent mixture than simply the exercise of crude material power alone. But the question 

remains whether the resulting American-led order is an empire (Ikenberry, 2005). European 

NATO pillar participated to global dominance after used military power against non-liberal 

states. Behind neoliberal hegemony are staying US ambitions by seeking broader support 

inside alliance to prevent multipolar creation of global community, as managing the global 

system within Washington rules and institutions. 

New global government projection consists of five states (EU, US, Russia, China and India) 

into pentomic structure that may form the confederation council for global governance. 

Confederation council could replace the UN global government and included into the new 

global peace-making plan. Those powerful states at world with economic, financial and 

military power could drive neoliberal unipolar de-stability order into more stable and 

peacefully post-liberal order. If we the globe tailored on five regional centres of power those 

are formed from small and smallest states around the powerful biggest states. We constitute 

regional regimes of powers managing inside regional communities, where the periphery is 

connected with a capitol. Global geopolitical projection includes those regional centres of 

power Pax Brussel, Pax Russia, Pax China, Pax India, and Pax Americana to rebalance global 

stability that moves from unipolarity to multipolarity as shaped new pentomic global form of 

stability. Confederal council deals with divided and imperia to fix grey zones of instability 

inside African Union, Arab Union, and South America within multidimensional assistance 

from Pax Brussel, while Pax China covers ASEAN states, Pax Russia previous vital zones of 

Soviet Union (Eurasian and Central Asian states), Pax Americana returns us back to the 

Monroe doctrine, and Pax India covers South East Asia states. Other states out of control 

from regional superpowers became a bargain chip in cases both Australia and the UK may 



 

belong to Pax Americana, Turkey and Iran participated to Pax Russia etc. Pax vital zone of 

interests shall determinate regional multipolarity toward more stable global order by mutual 

respect that was seen from Westphalian peace for Europe. Parity of power presents security 

measures that avoids confrontations for interstate affairs and it is unlikely to resume local 

conflicts toward inter regional conflicts among Oceanian and Eurasian powers. Oceanian 

powers then would lose control for unipolarity that is creeping under Eurasian link toward 

more stable, interconnected, cooperated and complemented world island. 

 

 

CONCLUSION  

NATO states are pulling out own troops from hot spot areas. The UK hoped to reinvigorate 

NATO alliance after BREXIT, but German – French EU-centric approach toward EU 

sovereignty had crossed legs to the UK, while defence integration of EU deepened EU-

centric ties toward more independent CSDP against the UK-US Anglo-Saxon alliance. 

Federalist ambitions of EDU under French geopolitics sponsorship had complicated 

interrelated positions inside transatlantic link at the most recent NATO summit held in 

London (2019). Pax Brussels is looking to accomplish EU integration process toward federal 

states of Europe under a parliamentary control, from Brussels. BREXIT had opened door to 

German – French EU centric hub to reinforce its positions to Eurasian integration within 

connection of Pax Russia and Pax China. Pax Brussels is participating to the China’s One 

Belt, One Road initiative, that will increase tensions against Oceania power that consists of 

Pax America with Pax Britannica. Global peace-making model (4 plus 1) runs toward more 

stable and secured global governance under multipolarity. President’s Biden policy needs to 

be accustomed to multifaced polycentric world order or the US foreign policy will collapse if 

does not change its post liberal principles toward polycentric states. For the US policy are 

only two options, where Trump put aside intact foreign policy into a delicate situation at the 

previous point of turbulence that Biden must recalibrate or fix it for the US benefit. 
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